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Hi everyone,My name is Nat Bergbusch, and I am a PhD candidate at the University of Waterloo. My co-authors are Melanie Lo and our advisor Simon Courtenay. Today, I will speaking to you about regional readiness in watersheds: a grounded theory reconsideration of environmental and cultural flows within impact assessment in Canada
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Well, environmental flows are “The quantity, timing, and quality of fresh water necessary to sustain aquatic ecosystems which, in turn, support human cultures, economies, sustainable livelihoods, and well-being.” – Brisbane Declaration, 2018 Cultural flows add to this to “reflect the idea that the needs of downstream users are culturally determined by norms, values and preferences developed through longstanding, and interconnected relationships to aquatic systems” (Andrews et al. 2018, p. 894; Finn and Jackson 2011).Also, how power and inequity is reproduced in water decision-making. For whom are water decisions made. ‘‘full and equal participation for people of all cultures, and respect for their rights, responsibilities and systems of governance in environmental water decisions.Holistic conceptualization of water planning spaces. 
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In the international environmental flows community since 2007 there has been a recommendation that environmental flow assessment and management should be a basic requirement of every aspect of land and water management, including impact assessment. However, past research has shown that environmental and cultural flows are rarely part of impact assessments, except for minimum flow requirements, and their consideration needs to be substantiated more at different levels of assessment to enable greater watershed sustainability, inclusivity, and coordination. 
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How are these concepts already considered in Canada? It is unclear how environmental and cultural flows are protected in different parts of Canada, provinces and territories, but some legislation like the fisheries act, navigable waters act, and impact assessment act might provide implicit protection. There is potential for these concepts to be used a tools in basin planning to enable more collaborative consent in development decision-making. Many of contributors mentioned that there is a blurred line between environmental and cultural when this process is completed holistically, so I will be using the term collaborative water flows from this point forward. Ultimately, there is no synthesis of collaborative water flows uptake in Canadian impact assessment and related policies and the potential therein 
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Past, potential, practice 1) How have collaborative water flows concepts and approaches been incorporated within Canadian Acts, policies, programs, and impact assessment in the past?2) How would collaborative water flows concepts and approaches be an asset to impact assessments conducted in watersheds through pre-planning in Canada?3) How might these approaches be integrated more within higher-level assessment processes in Canada to enable sustainable watershed decision-making?
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A social sciences approach – talking to people online and reviewing documents We employed grounded theory which was developed in 1967. Grounded theory is about developing theories or conceptual frameworks based on contributors’ perspectives, experiences, and supporting information. You start with interviews, organize or code emerging themes, and let those themes influence who you interview next. We interviewed 34 people who were policy advisors, reviewers, practitioners, and researchers34 contributorsPositionality statement 24 water-related Acts20 policies and programs39 impact assessments
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We first asked the question what are the greatest challenges to assessing downstream and regional impacts in Canadian impact assessment. Contributors noted inclusive scoping is one of the greatest challenges among others in the figure. A practitioner in AB mentioned that “Canada would like to scope down regional impact assessments and communities and Indigenous groups would like to see these things scoped up, and that's going to be a real problem of expectations not being met.”The other challenges are listed here and one interesting issue mentioned by practitioners from ON is that the practice is there but there are governance issues.There are also jurisdictional and responsible authority issues “If Canada does regional assessments, what does that mean in terms of managing cumulative or project-specific effects if they're not the ones issuing the [water] licenses.” – Reviewer in AlbertaLastly, ON practitioners mentioned that the practice is there, but there are governance issues that need to be addressed first
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Haves:In B.C. and P.E.I. Water ActsAllusion to in federal ActsPolicies and programs in AB in particularOf the impact assessments survey, most focus solely on fish and fish habitat with limited project boundariesDams and reservoirs, mines and minerals, oil and gas“I think the missing component in the objective setting process is a broader context of the social input to setting those management objectives. We focus almost narrowly on fishery management objectives.”
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Have-notes:Most Water Acts don’t have Minimal collaboration Few overarching water management frameworks at the basin level, such as this one by Douglas et al. Cumulative water withdrawals Climate change predictionsRegional preferences and valuesForestry and irrigation expansionsTwo examples where these have been included more – A process in the St. John River and in Peace-Athabasca Delta that may be the exception 
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I’d like to bring you now to the Grounded Theory to talk about the application of these collaborative flow processes in impact assessment as something that is more experimental and deliberative. 
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Of course, a values-based and scientific determination of how much water should be allocated to the environment and the defined characteristics of that water is the goal, but the collaborative relationships and processes behind these number(s) is equally important for impact assessment spaces. Core categoryThe core category that emerged through this grounded theory process is regional readiness. Regional readiness can be understood as a state of preparedness that a region and actors therein can reach for human communities, ecosystems, and their interactions to effectively and meaningfully be part of impact assessment processes and development spaces in watersheds. An impact assessment regulator in Alberta suggests: “The challenge that we are having is that the place where we, as a society, more appropriately value water flow from an ecological or cultural lens is not at the level of an impact assessment. It happens way sooner.”Knowledge sharing spaceMiddle ground to democratize water development decision-making through Relationships, connections, and valuesUnpacking [of] your interests, your interests in water, and how water fits into your vision for the future…and by having those conversations based in the space of water you'd be able to unpack where are there synergies and conflicts. (Policy Advisor in Ontario)In the case of Peace-Athabasca Delta and the St. John River they were able to count hundreds and hundreds of water connections that were scoped into these processes to a greater degree. Hydro-social-ecological indicatorsWe look at the full suite of [water] indicators: the spiritual, intellectual, biophysical, financial, economics, emotional, and social. I think that is where the power is.”Collaborative classificationMany contributors use several descriptors when talking about water body classifications, including “red flags about future development” (Researcher in Ontario), “congruent or incongruent developments” (Regulator in Alberta), “non-degradation and protection goals” (Practitioner in British Columbia), and the “inherent sensitivity of watersheds” (Practitioner in Ontario), green areas where there is more resilience.Establishing regional readiness that could enable inclusive systems scoping based on a delineated water development space. 
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What would this mean for different levels of assessment?Another contributor suggests that collaborative water flows, “doesn't replace the normal stepwise process of an impact assessment, but it could certainly colour the whole thing and transform it.” RegionalScoping exercise: A practitioner mentions that at the regional level there would be “Protection of relationships, flows, processes - those kinds of things might finally be scoped in and get some analysis attention.”What does this mean based on contributors' comments? Co-defining water scales –based on roles and responsibilities at different nested scales across the watershed Choosing hydro-social-ecological connections based on different ways of relating to water – epistemological and ontological differencesFostering relationships between watershed actors to legitimize Indigenous water governance systems and co-management. This is about understanding the degree to which Co-governed watershed decision-making tables are established to propose appropriate regional and site-specific environmental flow standards, water reserves, and/or sensitive aquatic system designations (Phare et al. 2018). Strengthen regional legal frameworks for the protection of water for the environment and people nearby. Evaluate the degree to which these are achieved to understand how well a water development space has been consensually and collaborative delineated StrategicA water foundation for policy, plans, and programs Spectrum of watersheds that are open, semi-open, and closed to development based on the degree of readiness and how the system is characterized Project-levelControl over project design and approvalThe scope and flexibility of a project. Expand traditional scales More relational valued components 
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More inclusive scoping Key steps at the regional level to achieve regional readiness based on the grounded theory Continue to evaluate the degree to which these elements are achieved. Define a process between levels of impact assessment – collaborative water flows between interstitial spaces of project, regional, and strategic assessment.Most importantly, a tool to understand if a project fits within the wider social-ecological landscape and if there is social-ecological integrity and short and long-term integration - Not a regimented methodology to stifle creativity, but a reflective thought process based on contributors collective insights.Necessary to evaluate the degree to which collaborative consent is diminished because of projects effects on collaborative flows determinations. 
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